ON RAMSEY-TYPE GAMES FOR GRAPHS
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INTRODUCTION

N*(k) < (2 +
Ntudied the
two
pick previouNly
constructor wins
riP(otr,nutc>r is the winner,

whenever he has selected ,ell
see [3].

be the least number of vertices on whicb
the constructor has a
that
the constructor can
seled
all
of some k-vertex star. In [3] it is proved:
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<
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In this paper we consider Ramsey-type games for spanning subgraphs of the
complete
on n vertices. We show that if n 2: 5 the constructor can
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construct a
n vertices.
follows: If n

,Ju,'onu.-'UJ

its endvertices.
Lernma 1.

both

a1ld

Proof. vVc utilize
fact that
constructor WillS the
Ld (:1
to d l , and let d2 be an
I t is
to
that the
set can be
Y, both of size at most 3, such that dI, d2
C2 E (Y) snch that C2 is
to dl
For the moment consider the
We may assume
2 and
IYI 3. In what follows if d i
i
3, then we choose Ci
di E XY
pick Ci E XY.
in th(~ later case we choose Ci such that
CinY E {Urij dj E XY, j S i}ny
that such a choice is always possible).
As d l d 2
XY and Cl, C2 ~
this choice requires that, when the game is
finished. the constructor has joined all but one vertex from Y to
Since he has
on both X and Y 1 he has constructed a, path on five vertices.
Now consider p{ As IXI
IYI = 3, we may assume that ~ (Y). Let us
choose C3 (X) such that (if
C3 is adjacent to d 1 (if
E XY then C3 can
surely be adjacent to d l ). Since the constructor has a path OIl X, in what follows
only its endpoints are important. Let us denote the endpoints by X'. Now, in (Y)
there is only one edge picked by the constructor, and in X'Y there are at most two
edges picked by the destroyer. (In the case d3 E XY we have d l ~ X'Y as all Cl,
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then the constructor
what follows
do not CO]rlSlctCT
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all but one
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from

not have

whenever he has selected all
In
Let

(·>nrlnr.,.-,j-c

l).

+ 3k
If k

HWJl

the constructor wins the

= 0 then
both incident with b, and moreover, we choose (:1
to Cl,
C2
to
that this
be the set of endvertices of c] and C2, and let Y lw
3 vertices
contains h: 1 vertices from
The
,d2 E XY, and there
in Y
{b})). Denote X' X
5+
the constructor has a
- 1,0) on Y. Thus, if di E
then choose Ci E (Y)
while if di E X'Y then choose Ci E X'Y such that Ci n Y
C2

~~."~.~ .... "
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{Ud j . d j E XY, j
i} n Y whenever possible. The final condition
that,
when the game is finished, the constructor has constructed an n-vertex path that
does not have
in B. 0
Theorem 4. If n

5 + 3k

+ 21

then the constructor wins the game P~(k, l).

Proof. By Lemma
we may assume I
1. We consider five
1.
and
of them we reduce the game
l) to
(k', I') such that n'
nand
71,'
+3k' +2[', More
after the first j -1 moves of both
we split
the n vertices into two
X and Y,
j and
n' The constructor
will
path
(its endpoints we denote by
will have at
most two
in X'Y. In Y there will remain k' vertices from Band ['
and the numbers n', k' and [' will satisfy the
By induction, the constructor has a winning
in
next we pick Ci E (Y)
to this strategy if di
pick
E X'Y such that Ci n Y E {Udj . d j E XY, j
This will result in the required n-vertex path.
Ld D be the
of d 1 and the rlnc·+ ..."uc. .... '
Since n
5 + 3k + 21, there is a set F
{h,
.. } of at least 3 + 2k vertices that
nei tlwr
B nor in D.
1.
that there are two vertices of degree one in
u and v, such that
11V
not in D.
Choose C1 = 11V. Hu,v ~ B then X
X'
{11,V}, n' n 2, k' k, l'
1,
andn-2 5+3k+2(1 1).
If 11, V B then choose
h 11,
viz. (It is not important if
h u as
tll<: sd F is
enough, so that the constructor can choose another of its vertices.
In what follows this fact will not be specifically mentioned.) Put X
{h, U , v, iz}
and X'
{h,
Clearly, the destroyer has at most two
1Il
n'
n 4,
k' k['::;l+1,andn-42:5+3(k 2)+
+1).
Finally, if u E B and v ~ B choose C2 = h u, and put -,Y"
{h, u, v}, X'
{h, 'i)}. (The case u ~ B and v E B can be proved similarly.) We have n' = n - 3,
k'
k-1,['::;Z,andn 3 5+3(k-1)+21.
2.
that there is a vertex, say u, of degree two in D.
Choose Cl = 11h. If u ~ B then X
{u,fd and n - 2 5 + 3k + 2(1- 1). If
u E B choose C2 12u, X
{12,u,fd, and n - 3?: 5 + 3(k - 1) + 21.
3. Suppose that there is a vertex, say u, of degree one in D. Since there are at
ltlast two
in D, we may assume that there is a vertex, say v, of degree at
least three in D such that uv is not in D, by 1. and 2.
Let C1 = uv and C2 = vh. If u ~ B we choose X = {11, fd and X'
{ufd.
The destroyer has at most two edges in X'Y, and n
3 > 5 + 3k + 2(l - 2). If
'U
B choose C3
12u, X = {iz,u,v,h}, and n - 4> 5 + 3(k -1) + 2(l- 1).
In the next cases we may assume that the degrees of the vertices in D are at
least 3.
4. Suppose that u and v are vertices in D, each of degree at least three, and uv
is not in D.
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X
5.
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{iI, 71, v, f2} and X'

in X'Y and n 4
on at least four UOlrr"~DC

one

X

In

+3k

3).

1

,v,u,jl} ancln

ifn
on
the

1'1,.·. ,

the r1"""t".,.,,,,,,,
tiw
and in this case we set
that in either case there are
two de:3tr'OV(:r
2
rn S 5, and there are at most five destroyer's
From the sixth move on we will use the following
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If d i E (Y), choose Ci E
{aj},3 j
m.
If di E Xj{a}, 1
2, such that Xj{a} 1- A, then choose Ci E Xj{a}.
If d i
Xij {aj}, 1
then choose Ci E
{aj' },
j'
2.
If d i E
{aj}, 3
m, then choose Ci E
{aj'} such that 3 j'
whenever P'-")"H'J~v.
We will proceed
this
until both
in all
{aj}, 3 J m. (This will happen
Thus,
may assume that there are no unpicked
Let B consist of those
,3 ~ j
m, for which the rl",(o-t-r.n~r<H·
of
IBI
and let I be the number of the d""orr.n,u~'r
In what
the constructor will
P~ __ 4(k, l) on Y.

1.
2.
3.
4.

m

1. B is empty. In this
I ~ 3
two from the de:'itr.ov,:~r first five
in
{al} and
{az}). By Theorem 4 if n - 4 5 + 3·2 the constructor wins
the game Pr~-4(0, I).
2. IBI
1. Then l
1 and the constructor wins Pr~-4(1, l) if n 4 5+ 1 3+ 1·2,
chosen by the
by Theorem 4. (If di E Xij {aj},
J
m, was the final
rl "'.0' t ... "" "". and it was not possible to choose Ci
j'
m, then we
1, where
can choose Ci E (Y) according to the winning uv.,~v,~>-._, for
(1, I), l
the
has already picked its first
3.
In this case l 0, and the constructor wins
0) if n-4 5+2·3,
by Tlworem 4.
Since n
15, in all three cases the construetor wins P~_4(k, I),
he can
construct an
path on Y whose endvertices are not in B.
Now proceed in our game: If di (Y) choose Ci (Y)
to the winning
strategy for P~_4(k,l), while if d i
{a}, 1::; j
2, choose
E Xj{a}. (In the
case di E
{aj},1 j ~ 2, choose E Xij/{aj'}, 1 j'
When the game is finished, there is a 4-cycle on X and an (n-4)-vertex path P
on Y that does not have endvertices in B. Let el and ez be the endvertices of P.
Our strategy requires that at most one from Xded, Xdel},
{e2}, Xz{ez} has
both edges picked by the destroyer, say Xd ed (in this case el = al or el
az).
Thus, there are constructor's edges in both Xded and Xl
}, and these edges
together with three edges of the 4-cycle (xyuv) and the edges of P form an n-vertex
cycle, i.e., the constructor has won. 0
W(~ n~mark that n 2': 15 is our best estimate even for
since the destroyer
. can choose d1 = wz and d z = wx in the preceding proof and three edges from
dl , ... ,d4 will be in (Y).
Let R~(l) be a Ramsey-type game where the constructor wins if and only if he
has selected all edges of some n- vertex cycle, however, the destroyer (who begins)
had picked 1 edges before the game started. We have:

Theorem 6. Ifn

2': 15 + 2l then the constructor wins the game

R~(l).

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5. The only difference is that there will
be l more edges in (Y) and applying Theorem 4 we obtain the result.
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of tbe Xj

then
::; j. Let If be the
from
such that

contains at
we
1, there are at most

have at
[J

The constructor wins the game

if'T E

T.

, ... ,Pk . In the first l
I is the number of
of
moves the constructor will construd
This can be done step
step
new vertex
is not incident
with the
to the subtree of
just constructed. When
IS
picked
thn rlt",j-r,""~'r
{ X 1, ... , X k'} be the vertices of both
and
each Xi lying
from PI"'" Pk, and let Y' be the set of vertices that are not in
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To

(IY'I

n

t

let Y be
subset of Y',
2k r 1, such
incident with vertices
Y' - Y. (Observe that
be the
whose existence guaranteed
Then there
at most
1
in each

ri

'/,
k.
N ow extend every )C to
adding some of those vertices from Y' - Y that
arp not in
i, and do this so that
will have as many vertices
Since

and there
at most
Theorem 6 the constructor has a
if j > land d j E
), 1
to obtain T. 0

rt1

in
1
x;,
in R
I(r 1) on Xt Thus,
(Xt) according to this winning

1xi t

Let T consist of a star To and a path PI such that To has I
edges, P l
has n l vertices (n - I ;:: 15 +
and PI crosses To in the
vertex. Then
T E T and the maximum
in T
I +2
Thus, the constructor
even if T contains a vertex of
can WIn In
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